CLLS Shatters 3 Shakespeare Plays Next Week
By HONEY MOORE

Starting the season with a song, a chuckle, and a bit of satire, the Cleveland Lovett Literary Society will present the first musical production of the school year on the Rice campus.

The play, entitled "Shattered Shakespeare," will consist of several musical sequences based on Shakespearian tragedies. The authors of the play contend that this is how Shakespeare might have written his plays if he had been writing for the musical comedy stage of today.

PROLIFIC AMONG the sequences are the famous scenes from "Hamlet" done in Japanese Kabuki, a slightly familiar Roman play called "Juley the Czar" done in togas and black leather jackets, and the ever-famous "Macbeth." Well-known characters wander on and out, including Anita Ekberg and Elizabeth Taylor.

Directed by Leroy Miller, a junior staff member of the Alley Theatre, the production will feature Mr. Miller in the role of Caesar with Carole Mason playing the part of Calpurnia, his wife. Damon Hickey and Honey Moore will play Macbeth and his Lady.

OTHERS OF the cast are Chuck Yingling, Charles Jackson, Thorpe Butler, Bob Lewis, Evelyn Ferguson, Sandy Sutton, Jean Kitchell, Karren Cowdin, Lyndle Tucker, Franklin Baldwin, Susie Gaston, and the proverbial cast of thousands. Pat Piper is doing orchestration for the production.

The play will be presented Friday and Saturday, September 29 and 30, at 8:30 p.m. in Hamman Auditorium. Tickets are 50 cents apiece.